


The following 1d10 list of blue dragon-themed trinkets can be used to fill blue dragon caves, hideouts, lairs, nests, castles, or 

any other space occupied by blue dragons. Whatever the reason is you find yourself rolling on this table, we hope that the 

ideas listed below help you unlock adventure and tell unforgettable stories!

d10 Loot Item
1. The horn of a lesser blue dragon which is now used as a toothpick by the more powerful blue dragon. The horn reeks 

of singed meat, burnt hair, and the rotting meat of whatever creature the dragon last ate.

2. The faded-blue scale with a horrifying prophecy carved into its backside with claims an ancient and powerful blue 

giant will return with the fury of a thousand storms should this scale ever be struck by lightning.

3. A collection of swords, spear tips, and bits of metal fastened together into a makeshift lightning rod. The blue drag-

on occasionally carries it to the top of mountains during storms to intentionally get struck by lightning.

4. A large net made from thin, interwoven strands of wire. The blue dragon has its minions trap intruders in it so that it 

has an easier time hitting or torturing the trapped creature with its lightning breath.

5. A huge tree trunk which the blue dragon takes with it wherever it goes, dragging it through the sand to mark the 

borders of its ever-expanding territory. Nobody is allowed to cross the line without direct permission.

6. A worthless stone which a clever bard painted to resemble a sapphire which, if it were real, would be worth tens of 

thousands of gold pieces. The dragon cherishes this fake gem more than anything else in its hoard.

7. A slightly singed lyre which belonged to the blue dragon’s last enslaved performer before the dragon reduced them 

to ash with their lightning breath for failing to properly tune their instrument before playing.

8. A large stone made from coarse sandstone which the blue dragon uses to polish its claws. The stone has also built up 

a deadly amount of static electricity due to repeatedly being rubbed against the dragon’s horn.

9. The skull of a young brass dragon which was once the offspring of the blue dragon’s arch rival. The blue dragon 

proudly wears the skull as a pendant to act as a warning for anyone who would dare oppose them.

10. A golden scroll case containing a list of every creature or person who has ever insulted, slighted, or disrespected the 

blue dragon. The name of one of the characters’ allies appears near the top of the list.

Unlock Adventure
We’re constantly releasing new 1d10 tables for you to use in your upcoming sessions, so don’t miss out! Click here to access 

even more random tables themed around different and specific monsters.
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